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Fifty years of
illegal ADL �pying
on U.S. citizens
by Jeffrey Steinberg

On April 8 , 1993 , as raids were proceeding againllt the San Francisco and Los
Angeles regional offices of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the San
Francisco police released nearly 800 pages of docpments obtained during their
six-month probe of illegal spying by the ADL. The cjlocuments spell out a massive
illegal spy operation , run under the cover of the AqL. The April 8 action was the
second such raid carried out against the ADL office. since last December. For the
first time in decades , the ADL has been targeted bYIPublic officials for what it is:
a treacherous agency engaged in spying on AmeJjican citizens , subverting the
proper functioning of government agencies at eveQ' level , spreading the mind
destroying New Age counterculture , and protectinglorganized crime.
The prospects of the ADL being brought to justi�e are greatly enhanced by the
fact that the San Francisco spy scandal surfaced sim\Jltaneously with the release of
a best-selling book by the editors of EIR. titled The lJ,gly Truth About the ADL. was
released on Jan. 7 at press conferences in many wprld capitals and major cities
throughout the V nited States. It has so far sold 70 ,OOQ copies and been through three
printings. The book provides an encapsulated history of the 80-year-old group and
its nineteenth-century "mother ," the International Order of B'nai B'rith.
Since the book's release , EIR spokesmen have been touring the country provid
ing more information about the ADL's perfidy to news outlets, government offi
cials , and civic groups. Interest has been further splU"ked by the daily revelations
from San Francisco about the scope of the ADL's illegal spying.
The EIR intelligence package which follows is 4evoted to an in-depth look at
two past cases of ADL illegal spying-one involving V.S. government agencies,
and another involving the government of Israel. NeiUter of these cases was treated
in detail in The Ugly Truth, so this will serve as � appendix to that book. The
lesson to be drawn from these two case studies ill simple: The ADL's illegal
espionage did not start in 1990 in San Francisco. Jt did not even start with the
Jonathan Jay Pollard spy scandal , in which the AOL played a prominent and ,
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of other cities around the United States:
• Anti-apartheid groups in New York City have asked
Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morgenthau (himself a
longtime member of the ADL) to open a probe of ADL
spying. The ADL maintains its headquarters in New York ,
and the League's Fact Finding Division head Irwin Suall , the
man believed to have been in charge of the nationwide spy
ring , has his offices there.
• The Amsterdam News, probably the most influential
black newspaper in New York City , published an editorial
on April 24 , entitled "Story of ADL's Nationwide Political
Spy Operation Continues to Unfold; Most of Nation Shocked
by Revelation." Citing the ADL's spying against the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) and other black groups , it calls the ADL "the most
powerful , and possibly most destructive Jewish organization
in America."
• In Portland , Oregon (where police , according to the
San Francisco probe , provided the ADL with dozens of dos
siers on local skinhead groups) , citizens groups and one local
newspaper have demanded a full investigation. Mayor Vera
Katz may have been herself a target of ADL illegal spying ,
as was the local head of a Jewish peace group , the New
Jewish Agenda.
• In Colorado , the American Indian Movement (AIM)
has demanded that the Denver Police Department review
all of its correspondence with the San Francisco police to
determine whether some of their files on the group's activities
were illegally passed on to the ADL.
What triggered this nationwide outcry was the release of
a list of 950 U.S. political organizations that were under
surveillance by the ADL. The list , obtained from computer
data banks , revealed that the ADL has been spying on virtual
ly every activist group in America , from the radical left to
the radical right. Such respected civil rights groups as the
NAACP were targets , as was the White Aryan Resistance
(WAR). Environmentalist groups like Greenpeace were tar
gets , as well as "gay rights" groups like Act Up. In raids on
West Coast ADL offices in December 1992 and April 1993 ,
police found files on members of the United States Congress ,
including the current chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee , Ron Dellums (D-Calif.) , and even longtime
backers of Israel like Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.).
All told , the San Francisco ADL office maintained files
on over 12 ,000 American citizens. A national inventory of
ADL espionage targets would likely tum up a far greater
total.
Not the first time
ADL officials were quick to deny any wrongdoing. Fol
lowing the second raid , the ADL sent a team of top national
officials , led by National Chairman Melvin Salberg , General
Counsel Barbara Wahl , and Executive Director Abraham
Foxman , out to the West Coast to armtwist local officials and
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news media into dropping the probe. Their efforts were of
only limited success , and the League is now reportedly as
sessing its options. Local San Francisco ADL sleuth Roy
Bullock could be set up as the fall guy , charged by the League
with operating a rogue operation. Irwin Suall , who has direct
ed the ADL's dirty tricks unit since 1968 , could be put out
to pasture and blamed for letti� things get out of control.
But EIR investigations Qf the the Anti-Defamation
League , an 80-year-old tax-ex�mpt organization , reveal that
this is by no means the first me that the ADL has been
caught illegally spying on Am tfican citizens. In league with
both the federal government anfl foreign states , the ADL has
been repeatedly hauled into c �urt or before congressional
committees to answer ChargeS f spying.
A careful review of the A L's organizational chart and
its official budget reveals that e group devotes nearly all its
resources to the kind of activi�y for which it is now under
criminal investigation in San F anciSCO.
• Since 1987 , the ADL h
regularly sponsored all-ex
penses-paid junkets for U. S.
lice officials to Israel. Sus
pected spy Tom Gerard was a articipant in one such junket
in May 1991. Another local
lice officer who traveled to
Israel with Gerard admitted to an Francisco police investi
gators that the trip was a paym nt for "services already ren
dered" to the ADL , and that th purpose was to build closer
"emotional" ties to Israel. Fonner Mossad officer Victor Os
trovsky , in his 1990 book By W4y a/Deception, revealed that
Israeli intelligence used such activities to recruit thousands of
agents of influence inside the Upited States.
• In February 1985 , then-FBI Director William Webster
ordered the 25 largest FBI field offices to establish liaison with
the ADL. Long before this official "marriage order" from the
director , the ADL maintained intimate ties to the Bureau. A
review of the 950 groups that were under ADL surveillance
suggests that the League was c<)nducting its own Cointelpro
(Counterintelligence Program) <IIperation. According to some
specialists on the ADL , the League may have been function
ing as a private arm of the FBl Indeed , one ADL regional
director from the Pacific Northwest told reporters that the
ADL's spy files in San Franciscp may have been gathered as
part of their "government work." ADL surveillance of politi
cal economist Lyndon LaRouche dramatically escalated in
1977 , when the FBI officially shut down its illegal Cointelpro
operation against LaRouche's political association , the Na
tional Caucus of Labor Comminees (NCLC).
This EIR feature is based upon archive material on two
illustrative past instances of ADJ.. espionage. It reveals a side
of the ADL that is now at long last drawing nationwide
headlines: its 50-year history of illegal spying for shadowy
agencies of the U.S. government and for foreign states tar
geting the United States for espionage.
ADL foreign espionage di�n't start with Jonathan Jay
Pollard. ADL domestic spying didn't start with Roy Bullock
and Tom Gerard. It is endemic,Iand it is time for it to stop.
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